
C18 � Analysis and numeris of multidimensional models forelasti phase transformations in shape-memory alloysProjet Head: A. MielkeResearh Sta�: A. PetrovAssoiated Members: D. KneesIntrodutory RemarksThe main work on this projet started in September 2006, when A. Petrov was employed asresearh sta� in this Matheon projet.In January 2008, D. Knees was assoiated to projet C18.Bakground of the ProjetShape-memory materials are metalli alloys having some surprising thermo-mehanial be-havior, namely, strongly deformed materials regain their original shape after a thermal yle(shape-memory e�et). Moreover these alloys are pseudo-elasti, whih means that they anretain an almost onstant stress level over a large range of strains. These features for shape-memory alloys are not present in most of engineering materials and, thus, form the basis ofinnovative and ommerially valuable appliations. Nowadays, shape-memory materials aresuessfully used in many appliations like for medial treatments (stents, dental braes) orin MEMS (atuators, valves, mini-grippers and positioners).On the one hand, there exist many engineering models for phase transformations in solids(see e.g., [3, 6, 14℄), whih desribe the priniple e�ets but are usually restrited to very fewphases and often the mathematis is restrited to one-dimensional situations. On the otherhand, there is a rih mathematial literature on stati problems involving mirostrutures (seee.g., [2, 13℄). However, there are only very few models whih ombine the exat mirosopiinformations on the rystallographi level with omplex hystereti behavior of real 3D stru-tures ourring for instane in miro-valves. For �exible isotropi models we refer to [1, 14℄,but the miniaturization generates the need to understand single-rystal models as well.Here we follow the theory of energeti solutions for rate-independent material models es-tablished �rst in [11, 12, 4℄ and further developed in [10, 8, 9, 7℄. This theory provides a �exiblebasis for inorporating many e�ets present in multifuntional materials, suh piezoeletri-ity, ferromagnetism, magnetostrition, lassial and twinning-indued plastiity, see [9, 25℄ forsurveys on the appliations. Moreover, the underlying models an be studied analytially bymethods from the alulus of variations and hene allow for the derivation of limit models aswell as for onvergene analysis of numerial algorithms.Report on the Period 09/2006�03/2008The energeti formulation of rate-independent material models is based on two funtionals,namely the stored-energy funtionals E and the so-alled dissipation distane D. The state ofthe system is desribed by an elasti variable u ∈ U and an internal variable z ∈ Z and the1



lassial evolution law is given aselasti equilibrium 0 = DuE(t, u(t), z(t)),�ow rule for internal variable 0 ∈ ∂żR(z(t), ż(t)) + DzE(t, u(t), z(t)).The energeti formulation is a weak form of the above system: it is given by the global stabilityondition (S) and the total energy balane (E):(S) E(t, u(t), z(t)) ≤ E(t, ũ, z̃) + D(z(t), z̃) for all (ũ, z̃),(E) E(t, u(t), z(t)) + DissD(z, [0, t]) = E(0, u0, z0) +
∫ t

0
∂sE(s, u(s), z(s))ds.This formulation re�ets also niely the fat that the natural time disretization leads to theinremental minimization problems(IMP)τ (uk, zk) minimizes E(kτ, ·, ·) + D(zk−1, ·), (τ > 0 is the time step)whih an be ombined with spae disretization as well.The major advantage of this approah to the modeling shape-memory alloys lies in thefat that we do not need to assume smoothness in z. Hene z(t, x) an be onsidered to lie inthe Gibbs' simplex Z = conv{e1, ..., eN } of phase frations. The orner ej orresponds for tothe j-th pure phase, whose well-known properties an be inserted into the model. Thus, it ispossible to inlude all rystallographi information of single rystals. The properties of phasemixtures (z ∈ Z not extremal) an be obtained by ross-quasionvexi�ation or by diretmodeling, see [12, 8℄ and [19, 26℄, respetively.The results obtained in the reporting period fall into four ategories:Modeling of Temperature-Indued Phase TransformationsThe shape-memory e�et is usually assoiated to the hystereti behavior of the elasti defor-mation during thermal yles. The energeti formulation for rate-independent systems wasdeveloped as a genuinely isothermal theory, sine heat ondution is a rate-dependent e�et.However, as it is done for many engineering appliations, it is possible to assume that thetime-dependent temperature distribution of a body an be onsidered as presribed via givenheat soures. In [19, 20, 26℄ it was shown that the energeti formulation an be used fordi�erent model lasses in suh ases as well.Numerial Convergene of Spae-Time DisretizationsThe inremental minimization problem (IMP)τ an be ombined with spae-disretization bysimply restriting the minimization to �nite-element subspaes Vh = Uh × Zh. This will giverise to approximants (uτ,h, zτ,h) : [0, T ] → Vh. In [28, 29, 26℄ the question of onvergeneof these approximations is addressed. Sine in general the funtional E need not be onvex,the energeti solutions are not unique. Nevertheless it is possible to show that the set ofapproximants is preompat (numerial stability) and that any aumulation point (limit of asubsequene) is a solution of the ontinuous problem (numerial onsisteny). Beause of thefully impliit nature of (IMP)τ,h there are no restritions on the length of the time step τ .In [15℄ the isotropi model developed in [1, 14℄ was investigated. There the solutions of(IMP)τ are unique and ertain onvergene rate estimates ould be derived.2



Γ-Limits and MirostruturesA general theory of Γ-limits for rate-independent proesses was developed in [21℄. It onernsthe ase that the funtionals Eε and Dε depend on a small parameter ε. Under suitableonditions it is shown that solutions (uε, zε) onverge to solutions (u0, z0) for the Γ-limitfuntionals E0 and D0. This theory has appliations in numeris (where ε = h) and in systemsforming mirostruture. In [17℄ the evolution of gradient-Young measure is studied to desribethe evolution of mirostrutures due to formation of sequential laminates. In [29℄ loalizationphenomena in damage are treated.Models Inluding Rate-Dependent E�etsSine rate-independene is an idealization it is neessary to investigate in what sense rate-independent models our as limits of rate-dependent ones. The papers [18, 22, 27℄ weredevoted to elasto-(viso) plasti models and established the onvergene results for the solu-tions of kineti evolutionary variational inequalities for limit of a vanishing loading rate. Thelimit is the lassial rate-independent plastiity problem (with hardening).In [23℄ some new mathematial results on existene for a damped wave equation with anobstale and for full visoelastiity are given. In [29℄ mainly a rate-independent model fordamage was treated, however, it also provides some �rst onsiderations about the oupling ofkineti terms to nononvex, rate-independent material behavior.Finally, [16℄ uses the method of vanishing visosity to approah the rate-independent limitof rak propagation from a visous modeling. It is shown that in general the limits of visoussolutions are di�erent from the energeti solutions, and a preise haraterization is provided.OutlookIn the following two years we want to investigate the following topis:
• So far most existene results rely on the fat that the stored-energy funtional ontainsa regularizing term ∫

Ω
σ|∇z|2 dx with σ > 0, while for appliations on the miro-salethis value is still so small that it is desirable to treat the limit σ = 0. In this ase oneloses ompatness and it is not lear whether and who mirostruture develops.

• It is important to derive onditions for uniqueness of solutions. Only then it is possibleto prove onvergene of the whole sequene of approximants. In turn this is neessaryto obtain expliit onvergene rates for spae-time disretizations.
• The oupling of the rate-independent material behavior to a full energy balane inludingheat ondution is an important issue to widen the appliability of the theory.
• The reently started ooperation with a group at ICM Warsaw on polyrystalline e�etsand grain boundaries will be ontinued.
• The struture of the inremental minimization problems (IMP)τ has to be analyzedfurther to deide whih tehniques from other Matheon projets (e.g., C13 or C17)provide e�etive algorithms for solving these problems, see e.g., [5℄.
• It is planned to develop a software tool for the simulation of MEMS.
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• The projets has ommon interests with projet (C13), where the numerial solution ofnonsmooth and nononvex minimization problems is studied using adaptive �nite elementmethods. These methods and the onverge theory is needed in for the longterm goal ofestablishing a software tool.
• For ertain model lasses it is possible to study smooth or nonsmooth onvex minimizationproblems with a leading order quadrati funtional. For the future, it is planned to testwhether in these ases the numerial shemes developed in C17 (relying on nonsmooth Newtonmethods) an be used e�iently. 6



Cooperation with ICM WarsawReently a ooperation with a group at the ICM in Warsaw (M. Gokieli, P. Rybka) wasstarted to model polyrystalline e�ets, in partiular the in�uenes of grain boundaries andtheir movement.External Aademi CooperationOn the one hand this projet has strong ooperations within the mathematial ommunity :G. Franfort (Paris), A. Garroni (Roma), M. Gokieli (ICM Warszawa), M. Kruºík (Praha),M.D.P. Monteiro-Marques (Lisbon), L. Paoli (Saint-Etienne), T. Roubí£ek (Praha), P. Rybka(Warszawa), M. Shatzman (Lyon 1), U. Stefanelli (Pavia).On the other hand, the appliation side is done together with engineers and materialsientists: F. Aurihio (Pavia), S. Govindjee (Zürih), K. Hakl (Bohum), P.M. Mariano(Firenze), J.A.C. Martins (Lisboa), Ch. Miehe (Stuttgart), P. �ittner (Praha), J. Zeman(Praha).Contributed TalksD. Knees02/06/2008 On global spatial regularity in elasto-plastiity, Seminar on Material ModelingWIAS-Materialmodellierungsseminar. WIAS BerlinA. Mielke10/2007 Gamma onvergene for evolutionary problems (4 letures)Autumn Shool "Analysis of Multiphase Problems" Otober 8�12, 2007, Ne£asCenter for Mathematial Modeling and Institute of Information Theory andAutomation, Praha, Czeh Republi07/18/2007 Existene of energeti solutions in �nite-strain plastiity6th International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematis (ICIAM),Minisymposium "Mathematial Aspets of Material Siene" July 16�20, 2007,ETH Zürih and University of Zürih, Switzerland10/05/2007 Gamma onvergene and relaxation of rate-independent material modelsInternational Conferene on Multi�eld Problems, Minisymposium on MaterialModeling and Multisale Problems. Otober 4�6, 2006, Stuttgart09/08/2006 Evolution of mirostrutures in shape-memory alloysPolish-German Workshop "Modeling Struture Formation". InterdisiplinaryCenter for Mathematial and Computational Modeling, Warsaw, PolandA. Petrov04/01/2008 Existene and approximation for 3D model of thermally-indued phasetransformations in shape-memory alloys79th Annual Meeting of the International Assoiation of Applied Mathematisand Mehanis, Marh 31�April 4, 2008
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03/17/2008 Some mathematial results for a 3D model of thermally-indued phasetransformations in shape-memory alloysWorkshop Matheon-ICM Workshop on Free Boundaries and MaterialModeling. Marh 17�18, 2008, Weierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis andStohastis, Berlin07/18/2007 On the onvergene for kineti variational inequality to quasi-stati variationalinequality with appliation to elasti-plasti systems with hardening6th International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematis (ICIAM).July 16�20, 2007, ETH Zürih and University of Zürih, Switzerland07/24/2007 Thermally driven phase transformation in shape-memory alloysWIAS-Materialmodellierungsseminar. Weierstrass Institute for AppliedAnalysis and Stohastis, Berlin02/26/2008 Thermally driven phase transformation in shape-memory alloysWorkshop "Analysis and Numeris of Rate-Independent Proesses�. February26�Marh 2, 2007, Mathematishes Forshungsinstitut Oberwolfah10/27/2008 Mathematial results on the stability of quasi-stati paths of elasti-plastisystems with hardeningEuropean Conferene on Smart Systems. Otober 26�28, 2006, Roma, ItalyInvited and Plenary TalksA. Mielke03/03/2008 Analysis of rate-independent material models (4 letures)Ne£as Center for Mathematial Modeling, Charles University Praha02/21/2008 Modeling of multifuntional materials: how to desribe evolving mirostruturesin solidsWorkshop "Mathematis for Key Tehnologies and Innovation". February21�22, 2008, Warsaw, Poland01/17/2008 Numerial approahes to rate-independent material modelsIUTAM Symposium on Theoretial, Modeling and Computational Aspets ofInelasti Media, January 13�18, 2008, Cape Town, South Afria11/17/2007 Global existene for rate-independent gradient plastiity at �nite strainWorkshop on Rate-Independene, Homogenization and Multisaling. November15�17, 2007, Centro di Riera Matematia Ennio De Giorgi, Pisa, Italy10/27/2007 Modeling of hysteresis in shape-memory alloys via mirostruture evolutionEuropean Conferene on Smart Systems. Otober 26�28, 2006, Roma, Italy10/02/2007 Modeling of rate-independent hysteresis e�ets in materials (4 letures)Workshop on Strutures of the mehanis of omplex bodies. Otober 1�6,2007, Centro di Riera Matematia Ennio De Giorgi, Pisa, Italy06/21/2007 Loal versus global stability in rate-independent proessesJoint International Meeting UMI-DMV, Minisymposium "Phase transitions andhysteresis in free boundary problems". June 18�22, 2007, Università degli Studidi Perugia, Dipartimento di Matematia e Informatia, Italy
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04/19/2007 On the energeti formulation of rate-independent proesses and appliations6th MULTIMAT meeting, Marie Curie Researh Training Network. April19�21, 2007, Institute of Physis & Mathematial Institute, Aademy ofSienes of the Czeh Republi, Praha, Czeh Republi07/07/2006 Multiple sales and Gamma limits in rate-independent material modelsBerlin-Leipzig Seminar on Analysis and Probability Theory, University ofLeipzig06/20/2006 Gamma onvergene for evolutionary problemsWorkshop "Appliations of Asymptoti Analysis". June 18�24, 2006,Mathematishes Forshungsinstitut OberwolfahOutreah03/20/2007 Warum sind modern Materialien shlau? (A. Mielke)MathInside-Mathematik (niht nur) für Shüler. Urania, BerlinJan. 2007 Modeling and analysis of rate-independent proessesA. Mielke was invited to give the �rst Lipshitz Letures at the newlyestablished Hausdor�-Center in Bonn. This inluded a series of 12 letures(8�23. January 2008)Awards and GrantsA. Mielke was granted the Projet Regularizations and relaxations of time-ontinuous prob-lems in plastiity within the DFG Researh Unit FOR 797 �Analysis and omputation ofmirostruture in �nite plastiity� (one PostDo for 2006-2009, possible extension to 2012).D. Knees (together with Ch. Kraus) was granted the Projet Modellierung von Shädi-gungsprozessen within �Wettbewerb der Leibniz-Gemeinshaft� (two PreDos and one PostDofor 2009-2011).Other AtivitiesThe informations and publiations mentioned in this report and some additional material areavailable on the following web site:http://www.wias-berlin.de/researh-groups/pde/projets/matheonC18.htmlWorkshop & onferene organization
• Matheon�ICM Workshop on Free Boundaries and Material Modeling. WIAS Berlin,Marh 17�18, 2008. Organized by D. Knees, C. Kraus and A. Mielke.
• Workshop on Rate-Independene, Homogenization and Multisaling. Centro di RieraMatematia Ennio De Giorgi, Pisa, Italy. November 15�17, 2007. Organized by A.Visintin and A. Mielke.
• Autumn Shool on Analysis of Multiphase Problems. Institute of Information The-ory and Automation, Praha, Czeh Republi. Otober 8�12, 2007. Organized by T.Roubí£ek and A. Mielke. 9



• Conferene on Strutures of the Mehanis of Complex Bodies. Centro di RieraMatematia Ennio De Giorgi, Pisa, Italy. Otober 1�7, 2007. Organized by WingKam Liu, P. M. Mariano, A. Mielke.
• Oberwolfah Conferene on Analysis and Numeris for Rate-Independent Proesses.Mathematishes Forshungsinstitut Oberwolfah February 25�Marh 3, 2007. Organizedby G. Dal Maso, G. Franfort, A. Mielke and T. Roubí£ek.
• Sixth GAMM Seminar on Mirostruture. WIAS Berlin. January 12�13, 2007. Orga-nized by A. Mielke and S. Conti.
• Polish-German Workshop at ICM, Warszawa. September 7�8, 2006. Organized by M.Gokieli, M. Niezgodka, and A. Mielke.Guests of C18 at WIAS
• T. Roubí£ek, Charles University, Praha, Czeh Republi. January 21�February 18, 2008.
• L. Paoli, Université de Saint-Etienne, Frane. January 7� February 7, 2008.
• T. Roubí£ek, Charles University, Praha, Czeh Republi. September 6�16, 2007.
• L. Paoli, Université de Saint-Etienne, Frane. June 11�29, 2007.
• G. Franfort, Université de Paris-Nord, Frane. Marh 29�April 1, 2007.
• A. Garroni, Università di Roma "La Sapienza", Italy. Marh 29�April 1, 2007.
• T. Roubí£ek, Charles University, Praha, Czeh Republi. January 15�February 15, 2007.
• T. Roubí£ek, Charles University, Praha, Czeh Republi. August 21�September 21,2006.Guests talks in WIAS (seletion of some relevant talks)
• P.M. Mariano, De Giorgi Center Pisa and Università di Firenze, Italy. Gross sale e�etsof atomi rearrangements in quasirystals: some results and open problems. February15, 2008.
• T. Roubí£ek, Charles University, Praha, Czeh Republi. Mathematial tehniques forrate-independent proesses. February 6, 2008.
• L. Paoli, Université de Saint-Etienne, Frane. The existene and appliation for 3Dmodel of thermally-indued phase transformations in shape-memory alloys. January 29,2008.
• F. Cagnetti, SISSA Trieste, Italy. A vanishing visosity approah to frature growth ina ohesive zone model with presribed rak path. September 19, 2007.
• T. Roubí£ek, Charles University, Praha, Czeh Republi. Rate-independent proesses invisous solids and their thermodynamis. September 12, 2007.
• P. Ne�, TU Darmstadt. August 27, 2007. Minimale Cosserat-Rotationen und Synthetis-he Reproduktion einer Nano-Einkerbung.
• L. Paoli, Université de Saint-Etienne, Frane. Asymptotis for some vibro-impat prob-lem with linear dissipation term. June 13, 2007.
• T. Roubí£ek, Charles University, Praha, Czeh Republi.Gradient estimates for heat equation with L1-data and appliations to thermomehanialsystems. February 7, 2007. 10


